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Review: The CPO's favourite things include Julie
Andrews

The CPO played some of Julie Andrews' most iconics songs from the film The Sound of Music.
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If one flips through the CPO’s Prelude Live booklets, it is evident
that there is a concerted attempt to present concerts that deal
with contemporary popular songs and related musical styles. The
emphasis is evidently on youth.

But there is another demographic within the CPO audience, and that is people who once were

young — mostly in the 1950s and 1960s. Retired now, this is still a faithful component of the CPO

family, people who enjoy a night with the orchestra but maybe without the decibel level of the
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average popular concert. It was this audience that largely attended the “down memory lane” pops

concert last week devoted to the memory of Julie Andrews. And judging from the response, this

audience would likely return to similar-themed events.

In the view of the author of my 800-page, two-volume history of Broadway musicals, the topic of a

course I am currently teaching, Andrews is cited as having one of the most remarkable voices and

singing personalities in the entire history of Broadway. Although her glory years are long past,

Andrews still remains a powerful memory to many, and this well-thought-out, tastefully presented

concert proved to be a fine homage to this much-loved performer.

The impetus for this show came from soprano Diane Penning, the main vocal performer of the

evening. Her voice, stronger and more operatic than Andrews, nevertheless has something of

Andrews’ remarkable clarity and naturalness. It was Penning that suggested to

singer/arranger/pianist/conductor/producer to put together such a concert, and the event heard

Friday night is the result of much careful work over an extended period of time.

And it showed. The music spanned the golden years of Andrews’ fame and sensitively moved

between items for Penning, Langford, the orchestra, and a children’s choir. In this case, it was the

Calgary Children’s Choir under Kathryn Berko which both sang on its own and joined Penning for

several songs, including the iconic songs from the Sound of Music.

For Penning on her own, there were songs from My Fair Lady, Camelot, Thoroughly Modern Millie,

and (inevitably) The Sound of Music. With an attractive stage presence and easy style of singing,

Penning evoked the world of Andrews’s golden years without slavish imitation. There was plenty of

humour, costumes, and geniality, all offered without a hint of coarseness either in the jokes or the

stage antics. It was a pleasure to see “good taste” re-captured as part of this homage to a singer

who virtually personified this quality on stage.

In this, she was well-partnered by Langford who is remarkably versatile. A capable tenor vocalist of

Broadway hue, Langford was also an efficient conductor and fluent cafe-style pianist. If there was

something a bit like Lawrence Welk about the evening, it suited the material very well.

The CPO contributed two extended items by itself, the overture to The Sound of Music and medley

of tunes from Camelot, both idiomatically delivered through the effective arrangements by Langford

and his clear, direct conducting. With its experience in Broadway music, the CPO had no difficulty

evoking the happy-go-lucky style of this music, especially in the all-important sense of rhythm.

The Children’s Choir contribution was also a nice touch, the choir singing clearly and strongly, and

with evident good preparation and vocal talent. The most commanding moment in the concert

came at the end, with a sterling rendition of Climb Every Mountain, a song not sung by Andrews.

Here one heard the more operatic side of Penning, the voice soaring impressively over the

orchestra.

Different concerts draw different audiences, and while such a concert will probably not be offered

so frequently, the warmth of the response to the performers and to the music itself suggests that

there needs to be room in the CPO’s musical tent for programs of this type where the music tugs at

the heartstrings, just a little, and where good, clean fun is still appreciated.
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